1. P.11-2.4.2.b  Radical “門” the number of strokes should be revised to 8. Radical "耳" the number of strokes should be revised to 6.

2. To add Similar, Traditional and Variant characters clarify rules
   Many people are unable to distinguish between Characters that are Similar, Traditional/ Variant. If there aren't a common identification rules, each member body will marked with their respective views on Similar, Traditional/ Variant.
   By adding clarify rules of 'Similar, Traditional / Variant' attributes into IRG PnP, it will avoid such characters variant causes confusion over non-academic or academic uses. Therefore, TCA suggests Similar, Traditional/ Variant clarify rules should be added.

3. Examples are as follows
   **Sample 1:** The characters in the following groups are very similar in appearance, however, according to the literature, the characters have no relation to each others.
Sample 2: The characters in the following groups are different in appearance, however, according to the literature, they are Traditional and Variant comparison.

(1) 「埜、埜」 Variant of 「野」
「埜」 (Variant of 「野」)

(2) 「疊」 Variant of 「疊」
「疊」 (Variant of 「疊」)

(3) 「沓」 Variant of 「沓」
「沓」 (Variant of 「沓」)

(4) 「姫」 Variant of 「姫」
「姫」 (Variant of 「姫」)

(5) 「䀂」 Variant of 「䀂」
「䀂」 (Variant of 「䀂」)
Sample 3: The characters in the following groups are very similar.

According to the literature, they are Traditional and Variant comparison.

(1) 「汨 and 渚」
   「汨 mi4; water name 」Variant of 「汨 gu3; Submerge 」

(2) 「陝 and 陜」
   「陝 xia2; narrow 」Variant of 「陜 shan3; last name 」

(3) 「壬」 Variant of 「王」

(4) 「戸戸」 Variant of 「戸」